Interactions between SAP155 and FUSE-binding protein-interacting repressor bridges c-Myc and P27Kip1 expression.
Oncogenic c-Myc plays a critical role in cell proliferation, apoptosis, and tumorigenesis, but the precise mechanisms that drive this activity remain largely unknown. P27Kip1 (CDKN1B) arrests cells in G1, and SAP155 (SF3B1), a subunit of the essential splicing factor 3b (SF3b) subcomplex of the spliceosome, is required for proper P27 pre-mRNA splicing. FUSE-binding protein-interacting repressor (FIR), a splicing variant of PUF60 lacking exon5, is a c-Myc transcriptional target that suppresses the DNA helicase p89 (ERCC3) and is alternatively spliced in colorectal cancer lacking the transcriptional repression domain within exon 2 (FIRΔexon2). FIR and FIRΔexon2 form a homo- or hetero-dimer that complexes with SAP155. Our study indicates that the FIR/FIRΔexon2/SAP155 interaction bridges c-Myc and P27 expression. Knockdown of FIR/FIRΔexon2 or SAP155 reduced p27 expression, inhibited its pre-mRNA splicing, and reduced CDK2/Cyclin E expression. Moreover, spliceostatin A, a natural SF3b inhibitor, markedly inhibited P27 expression by disrupting its pre-mRNA splicing and reduced CDK2/Cyclin E expression. The expression of P89, another FIR target, was increased in excised human colorectal cancer tissues. Knockdown of FIR reduced P89; however, the effects on P27 and P89 expression are not simply or directly related to altered FIR expression levels, indicating that the mechanical or physical interaction of the SAP155/FIR/FIRΔexon2 complex is potentially essential for sustained expression of both P89 and P27. Together, the interaction between SAP155 and FIR/FIRΔexon2 not only integrates cell-cycle progression and c-Myc transcription by modifying P27 and P89 expression but also suggests that the interaction is a potential target for cancer screening and treatment.